
P2P EXCHANGE



Espay is a leading Crypto Exchange Software Development company based in 
Australia. 

We are fintech expert established in 2011 to deliver next-generation trading 
platforms to the businesses who want to take a deep dive into the crypto 
exchange field. We have a team of more than 100 highly experienced and 
skilled developers who are always ready to serve you the result.

Now have a portfolio of more than 1100 satisfied companies in around 108 
countries.

We are empowering 16en exchanges .

INTRODUCTION :



TEAM:
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What is P2P Exchange?

The exchange of assets at a market place between parties without the involvement of a central 
authority.

Peer-to-peer(P2P), takes a decentralized approach to interactions between individuals and groups. 

This approach has been used in computers and networking (peer-to-peer file sharing), as well as with 
currency trading (virtual currencies)

Peer to Peer Trading allows buyers and sellers to negotiate on price before a coin/token is transferred. 



Transaction Censorship

Cheaper Cost Of Operation

Privacy Sustenance

Seller’s BTC are locked in Escrow till transaction is completed

Individuals (buyers & sellers) are the only participants

It is basically alike an e-commerce type trading of coin/token and which has security 
over wallets which handles transaction on trading exchange.



Screen Shot – P2P Exchange – Benefits 



OUR OFFERINGS IN P2P

Security at its best

Reliability

Scalability

Secure Channel

Look and feel

Higher trading charges

Large volume trading charges

Customized UI



Faster trading is the first and foremost advantage in P2P exchange

Normal crypto currency exchanges are vulnerable whereas p2p exchanges are invulnerable.

No need to pay for the third party as p2p exchange proceed to trade without any intermediate one. Thus the 
operation is cheaper.

Privacy and security- stealing of funds will not occur as there will be no other people except the buyer and seller 
involved in trading.

P2P Architecture

All nodes are both clients and servers
Provide and consume data
Any node can initiate a connection
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The Technology

9

REACT         - PHP            - MYSQL



How it works
Need verification Performa invoice 

from espray
Client will share 
statement of work

Espray provides 
scope of work (SOW)

Sow approve
and contract signing

Documentation and 
kyc process 
submission by client

Payment 
confirmation and 
receipt sharing 
from espay

Kick-off call for 
development 
initiation

Milestoning for MVP

(minimum viable product)

delivery between espay -
client

Wireframe and flow 
approval from client

Flow confirmation 
from client

Theme selection 
by client team

Content 
submission from 
client

UAT sign-off for MVP 
with testing

Training from MVP from 
espay to client

MVP Go live GAP ANALYSIS 
for final 
product delivery

FINAL version 
mocking and flow 
confirmation from 
client

Development 
kick-off for 
final version

Testing and 
uat by client 
team

Training Delivery Bug fixing 
and 
support

Change request 
execution ( if 
any) 



Why now?



Contact Us

Web

Espay. Exchange

Address

Level 13\50

Carrington Street,

Sydney, NSW, Australia 
2000

E-mail

hello@espay.io

Telephone

+91635370076

+917211121399
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